
 

 

METALGATE PROUDLY PRESENTS: LIVEEVIL – 3 ALTERING 

The poisonous thorn named LIVEEVIL from Hranice and Ostrava is firmly entrenched 

under the skin of the Czech metal scene since 2003 when the band was formed by Petr Staněk, 

former vocalist and guitarist of one the Czech all-time greats SILENT STREAM OF 

GODLESS ELEGY. To many fans the Staněk era is even considered the best one in the 

history of this act. True or not, the exceptional talent and charisma of the leader of the 

LIVEEVIL cybermetal squad is undisputable. Since its inception, this act follows a clear goal 

of combining hard guitars and electronic music, with the end result being often embellished 

by epic keyboard eruptions and majestic vocals. After one demo and two albums, which 

brought such hits as “Monster World” or “Sky & Nails”, evoking the Swedish icons PAIN, 

LIVEEVIL comes with a third piece of the studio triptych. Its name is “3 Altering”!     

With its third album, the band does not leave its path, forgoes the trends and continues in creating 

its high-quility, electronic influenced metal. You can see for yourself on the band’s profiles on 

Bandzone.cz or Facebook, where you can listen to “Spirit and Water”, one of the nine songs the 

new album offers. Its live debut took place on Friday, June 15, on MetalGate Czech Death Fest, 

where LiveEvil masterfully presented both new songs from 3 Altering as well as all time classics.  

“3 Altering” album in released in CD digipack format and available on www.metalgate.cz, or 

in selected music stores across Czech Republic, whose list you can find on our site as well. And 

since we are talking cyber here, it is also possible to purchase the song “Cause of Man who 

killed all the Idols” as a single for digital download on the Metal Online digital music portal 

(www.metalonline.cz).  
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